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away from the immediate coast of the United States, its influence can
be felt as far north as Cape Cod. Because of its presence the water on the
south side of that cape is distinctly warmer than on the north, which
makes quite a difference to summer visitors. When vessels sail from New
York to Europe the passengers can easily detect the entrance of their ship
into the Gulf Stream. The air becomes warmer, the water changes color,
and jellyfish and other forms of life become more abundant.
How the Atlantic Drift Modifies the Climate of Europe. As the
Gulf Stream is driven eastward by the prevailing westerlies it spreads
out to a breadth of hundreds of miles and becomes the Atlantic "Drift."
On the eastern side of the Atlantic a part of the current turns south and
finally rejoins the equatorial current, while part passes northeastward
to the Arctic Ocean past Norway. In the North Atlantic the Drift
spreads over the ocean's surface so widely that in winter the winds
blowing from the Atlantic Ocean to Europe are much warmed, for they
absorb some of the heat brought by the current from equatorial regions.
Hence the winter winds blowing from the Atlantic Ocean to Europe
are warmer than those blowing from the Pacific to our own continent/
This is one reason why the most progressive and populous parts of
Europe are about 10°, or 700 miles, farther north than the correspond-
ing parts of North America. It must be remembered, however, that
the westerly winds from the North Atlantic would give Western Europe
a decidedly warmer climate than Labrador even though there were no
warm ocean current in the Atlantic.
The Effect of the Cold Labrador Current. Since the Gulf Drift pours
part of its waters into the Arctic Ocean, a return current is caused. This
cold Arctic Current creeps along the eastern coast of Greenland to
Labrador and thence to New England. The Labrador Current, as it
is called, is of considerable influence in causing the east winds of New
England to be cool and raw. Its presence explains why sea-bathing is
so much less common at the summer resorts of Maine than on the south
shore of Cape Cod, for example.
It also explains the fogs in which the fishermen on the Grand Banks
of Newfoundland are sometimes lost and perish. When south winds
reach the Labrador Current they are cooled so much that their moisture
condenses. This causes frequent fogs not only on the Grand Banks of
Newfoundland, but along the coasts of Maine and Nova Scotia. The
dangers of the Grand Banks are increased by icebergs. The Labrador
Current brings great "mountains of ice" southward from Davis Strait,
where they have broken away from the ends of huge glaciers that flow
down through deep valleys on the side of the high plateau of Greenland.
Not only arc the icebergs dangerous in themselves, but their low tern-

